
Leadership Team packet for July 12 meeting  

Minutes from the June 14, 2020 meeting:  

Present: Liz, Brian, Jackie, Terry, Matt, Megan, Max, Kenny, Melissa D., Frank, Jim, Dick, Melissa S.  

Matt offered devotions, Romans 16  

Approval of last month’s meeting minutes  

Coordinator reports: Some small group frustrations expressed about meeting listings on the website, 

Andrea provided information about previously requesting group meeting times and leaders. Website 

has been updated with as much information that has been communicated to Andrea.  

Reopening – dependent on the Bishop, for new we will begin live streaming from the sanctuary on June 

21, but music will still be prerecorded. Terry updated everyone on the letter from the Healthy Church 

Team, June 21 we are moving to phase 2, the guidelines are continuously changing, but we will follow 

the Bishop’s phases for opening not the governors. 

 Liz, requested that all physical exterior keys be returned, Melissa S. has a master list of keys checked 

out in the red binder in the office. Liz will write the letter requesting keys be returned.  

Dick and Frank will work on a blurb for the email and signs for the doors explaining the procedure for 

signing in and out to ensure no more than 10 people are in the building at a time.  

Copier lease, Max reviewed the contracts and recommended switching to Omni, the team requested to 

read through the contracts one more time and vote by email.  

RATS: the church inspection revealed a major rat problem all around the building, rat feces in the mulch 

and holes in the trash can. This is an URGENT issue that needs to be addressed MDO resuming will be 

discussed by the HCT, an in-person conversation between Mary Sue, Leadership Team, and Facility 

Coordinator needs to happen before re-opening to discuss safety and sanitization of the space  

From the building report on the parsonage: downstairs toilet is leaking, need to get a plumber to fix this, 

and recheck it in two months to ensure it has truly been fixed no evidence of termites in the 

house/foundation backyard tree branch, with the swing on it, is dead and needs to be taken down  

The need for a building manager, someone who can manage all of the contracts and set up systems, PPR 

will review this  

The bus: we have the insurance check, Jim suggested we take the time to get it fixed even though it may 

take a few weeks. Dick will get with Tara to get the credit card and take care of the payment.  

Mary Letson will be the interim music director as of August 1, she will be selecting the hymns. When this 

position ends she will be able to apply for the director or music position. 


